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Coach	Your	Child	to	Become	Socially	Engaged	and	
Confident	
	
Being good with people is a critical human development skill 

Why Will No One Play With Me? includes foolproof scripts on how to 
communicate with your child - in any situation - and how to ensure the 
message registers. No small task! The curriculum will teach you the essential 
tools I’ve learned from more than a decade of assisting children of all ages, 
learning challenges and emotional IQs to recognize social clues and build 
lasting friendships. You will learn exactly how to guide your child to better 
understand their social world and move forward in loving and adaptive ways. 
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Why	Will	No	One	Play	with	Me?	Highlights	
Part 1. Get Kids on Board. The Coach-Approach to Communicating Effectively  
Do you wonder how to talk about social skills with your child? Do you struggle with 
how to broach tough topics? Does your child resist talking about friendship? Learn 
how to take a coach-approach to truly hear your child’s perspective and get her to open 
up. Learn how to collaborate, listen and pave the way to any conversation with a child 
of any age.  
 
Part 2: The Coach’s Playbook: Coaching Guides, Questionnaires, Tools 
Parenting is so much easier with a play book. To truly become your child’s ally, 
discover what social skills coaching actually looks like. Implement the professionals’ 
perspectives and tools, including the 7 essential social behaviors everyone needs, into 
daily life. All scripts focus on how to ensure your messaging registers with your child.  
 
Part 3: How to Recognize and Evaluate Change  
Learn how to approach social skill building using the interactive conversation guide; 
what to pay attention to; how to observe your child and recognize signs and signals of 
change; why parents need to pause and notice as change may be small.  
 
Part 4: The Play Better Plan: To Playdates and Beyond 
Choose a lesson such as Social Spy; Learning to Walk; Who Is Your Audience or 
Emotional Volcano. Role play coaching. Assign the child a specific mission for the 
play date. Review completed Play Date Planning Check list. Play Date Planning Cheat 
Sheet. Write and review the situations with the most impact on play dates, what lesson 
track are they doing first? What lesson do they need to do to practice that skill ahead 
of time? How to get playdates or friends to hang out with to practice emerging skills. 
Importance of play and practice and how to facilitate this learning. 
Encouraging independence; Troubleshooting; Debriefing checklist. 

	

Building	Strong	Social,	Emotional	and	Behavioral	
Skills	is	My	Mission	

Let’s help your child become her best self: socially engaged, confident, and open to 
the unlimited world of learning, connection and life. 

“As a parent, I have learned that you have to continually follow through with what you and your child 
learn through coaching. It is a process that, given time, patience and effort will be worth it both for 

your child’s social skills and for your parent-child relationship.“— Jennifer, Mother 

	
 


